Of Walls and Roods
Measuring Activities

NAME____________________________
Plataea was an ancient city, located in Greece
in southeastern Boeotia, south of Thebes. It was
the location of the Battle of Plataea in 479 BC, in
which an alliance of Greek city-states defeated
the Persians and ended the Persian Wars.
During this battle/siege, a group of soldiers left
the city and escaped over enemy walls by
building ladders equal in height to the enemy’s
walls. The height of the walls was determined
by counting the layers of bricks on portions of
the wall that they could see. Using several
counts by different people, they were able to
estimate the height of the wall, and thus the
length of the ladders they needed to build.

1. Using the data below, estimate of the
number of layers in the wall. Explain
your reasoning.
Number of layers from top to bottom:
{20, 22, 23, 20, 22, 22, 21, 24}

2. What other information would be useful to improve the accuracy of the estimate?

How long is a rood? (rute, rod)
In a book on surveying by Jacob Köbel
(1460-1533), he mentions that a surveyor
should request that on leaving the church
service 16 men should stop as they come
out and stand in a line with their left feet
touching the others, heel to toe. Then the
length of the 16 feet gives the "right and
lawful" rood.
Using Köbel’s method and the feet of
people present today, calculate an
accurate estimate of the length of a rood.
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If they were to invest the seaport of Syracuse, the Athenians had to build a wall
that would surround it on the landward side. They were on the point of
accomplishing this, when the Spartan Gylippus arrived with his forces just in time to
interfere with the work, so effectively that the Syracusans were able to push their
counter-wall past the Athenian line. Thus investment became impossible, and the
task of the Athenians so much greater that it was to prove beyond their power. A
dramatic moment, fate in the balance, “on a razor’s edge,” in Homeric phrase! —
perhaps magnified for effect by the historian, in service to human vanity, which
plumes itself on decisive action in crisis. παρὰ τοσοῦτον µὲν αἱ Συράκουσαι ἦλθον
κινδύνου, comments Thucydides (7.2): So near to danger did Syracuse come,
within so little distance of it, his expression fitting the narrowness of wall and time.
He had used it once before (3.49), of the port of Mytilene, that one successfully
walled in (3.18) and besieged by the Athenians but likewise saved by timely arrival,
of word from Athens that the remaining townsfolk should be spared (a countermand
anticipating the counter-wall).
Mytilene fell because the Spartans were slow in coming to its relief (3.29). Celerity
is a theme of the history, without a Caesar to embody it. Thucydides himself was to
come in all haste against Brasidas, soon enough to save Eion, yet too late for
Amphipolis (4.104, 4.106); so his countrymen would exile him, no doubt for
tardiness (5.26). But to return to Mytilene: the Spartan commander Salaethus,
found in the city after its capitulation and sent to Athens, tried (in vain) to purchase
his life by offering to have his people lift the siege of Plataea, a little city allied with
Athens and glorious in the Persian wars, now walled in by enemies (2.78)—walled in
at last, because the ingenuity and enterprise of its inhabitants (perhaps assisted by
weather) had defeated every attempt to capture it (2.75–77). By their thwarting of
the Peloponnesian siege engines, the Plataeans bring to mind the great Syracusan
of two centuries later, Archimedes, against whose engineering Roman might was as
nothing. Like him, they had an answer to everything, preserving their town by quick
wit put into practice, when no speedy Athenian rescue could be hoped for. Practical
wisdom may be another theme.
Wonderful as the Plataeans’ defense of their town was, still more prodigious was
the escape from it of a large party in the face of the besiegers. Thucydides lingers
over the episode (3.20–24), a small one in the midst of a great war, recounted in
all detail; he must have interviewed members of the party, and his admiration for
their achievement is manifest. Their first step towards escape was in a way the
most remarkable. Here it is, in Hobbesian style.
They made them ladders, fit for the height of the enemies wall; the wall they
measured by the lays of brick, on the part toward the town, where it was not
plaistered over; and divers men at once numbered the lays of brick, whereof
though some missed, yet the greatest part took the reckoning just; especially,
numbering them often, and at no great distance, but where they might easily see

the part to which their ladders were to be applied; and so by guess of the thickness
of one brick took the measure of their ladders.
There were two unknowns. The second of these, the thickness of the brick, they
somehow arrived at εἰκάσαντες—“by guess,” as Hobbes translates it, but I suspect
the precise sense is “inferring from comparison.” Mere guessing wouldn’t have
done, since exactness was important, inasmuch as any error in the estimate of
thickness would be multiplied by the number of layers of brick. I imagine that the
Peloponnesians, rather than manufacturing the brick themselves, purchased it
locally, from a brickyard in the vicinity of the town. That brickyard would have
produced only a few standard sizes of brick, to match those already in use in
Plataea among other places; so the Plataeans had only to choose the right one
among those, which was not difficult. —Later: This conjecture is doubtful, since at
2.78 Thucydides says that the Peloponnesians got, or made, their bricks from the
ditch they dug within and without their wall of circumvallation. Still, there may have
been standard sizes in wide use. But perhaps it is more likely that the Plataeans
simply managed to procure a sample.
Now consider their determination of the first unknown, the number of layers of
brick. The experiment of counting the layers produces values which have a certain
probability distribution, some being more likely than others. Underestimation and
overestimation by any given amount are equally likely, I suppose, so the
distribution is symmetrical about its mean, which is the true value of the number of
layers; indeed, since errors are due to a multitude of small factors the distribution
is no doubt approximately normal (bell-shaped), with the true value in the middle.
The Plataeans take a sample of the experimental outcomes, counting diligently in
the knowledge that their own lives, or (if they are not themselves of the party) the
lives of their dear ones, depend on accuracy. Usually they hit the true value. This
most frequent outcome is almost certainly the same one as would be selected by
taking the mean of their sample (more precisely, the whole number closest to the
mean). Then in accepting the most frequent outcome as the mean of the
distribution, the Plataeans are also accepting the sample mean; and the law of large
numbers does promise that the mean of a distribution is well estimated by the
mean of a large sample (cf. my last post). Their common-sense procedure appears
theoretically sound. But the main point is simply their reliance on many counts by
many counters. No Great Man was entrusted with the task, for they understood that
multitude alone dissolves bias. This is true statistical thinking, in the winter of 428–
27 BCE. Is an earlier instance anywhere recorded?
https://michaelcomenetz.wordpress.com/2011/09/17/thucydides-and-the-law-of-large-numbers/

From Thucydides, Volume 2 (Google Books link)

In the 16th century the lawful rod was decreed to be the combined length of the left feet of 16
men as they left church on a Sunday morning. http://gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/units/length.htm

The Right and Lawful Rood
Author(s): Peter Ransom
Author's Note: I believe that activities in the mathematics classroom should be as varied as possible. Not
all students are passive learners - for example kinesthetic learners need to move around and touch things
to learn. Not all my lessons cater for all types of learners, but I do like to vary the style of teaching to
ensure that students experience methods that suit them some of the time. I consider the activity that
follows well worth the effort of having students move around and organize themselves to take
measurements. The fact that it also involves history of mathematics is a big bonus.

Figure 1. Sixteen men leaving a church service measure their rood, as illustrated in the geometry book of Jacob
Köbel (1460-1533), 1608 edition.

The word "rood" can be traced back to the Germanic "rute" and from there to the Old
English rod. We know a rood today as a large crucifix often found beside entrances to old
churches (for an example see Romsey Abbey (Hampshire, UK)). It is also a measure of
land area of about a quarter of an acre or 40 square rods.

However the rood in which we are interested here is a linear unit which ranged from 16.5
to 24 feet in length at various times and in different countries. At 16.5 feet it was identical
to the surveyor's rod. In a book on surveying by Jacob Köbel (1460-1533), he mentions
that the surveyor should request that on leaving the church service 16 men should stop as
they come out and stand in a line with their left feet touching the others, heel to toe. Then
the length of the 16 feet gives the "right and lawful" rood. Dividing by 16 then gives an
average foot. (Why 16? Perhaps this gives sufficient people to produce a valid sample and
still makes division easy since 16 is a power of two and so four successive halvings gives
the mean foot.) This method of random selection was used with my Year 7 class at the
Mountbatten School, Romsey, UK as they left my lesson, repeated with our school staff
(with their right feet) as they left a morning briefing, and then reiterated with some of the
attendees at the Symposium X van de Historische Kring voor Reken Wiskunde Onderwijs
(The historical group for arithmetic and mathematical education) in The Netherlands.

Figure 2. The teachers at The Mountbatten School, Romsey measure their rood.
The respective results were 4.14m, 4.40m and 4.68m, all well short of today's rod (5.03m)
but longer than the old German rute (3.8m). Further data was obtained at the History and
Pedagogy of Mathematics Conference held in Uppsala, Sweden during July, 2004. Here 16
mixed adults gave a result of 4.58 m and 16 males yielded 4.85m. This generated much
discussion. Does this indicate that foot length has reduced over the last 5 centuries?
(Perhaps manual labour in the fields leads to bigger hands and feet.) Has shoe length
reduced? (The illustration shows the men wearing shoes, but these seem similar in shape to
today's footwear.) How much does age matter? In future years we will do this experiment
with different year groups and measure the sexes separately. We will then be able to use
the data to compare the groups, an excellent opportunity for statistical coursework.
Opportunities for using history of mathematics and real data in the classroom do not come
often. By involving pupils and using their data they feel ownership of the data and are
eager to see how they measure up to other groups. Readers who send me their results
(pransom@btinternet.com) will receive a complete set of the data sent to me in due course.
Please let me know the age, sex (female, male, mixed) and geographical location of the

data sent. If enough data is received, there may be scope for a wide range of statistical
investigation. With a large enough data base, means and standard deviations can be found
and ages and/or sex can be compared.
https://www.maa.org/book/export/html/116153

